
 

 

Hi my name is David with Green ID have you heard of us before? Well we’re actually a solar company 

and today were in the neighborhood just sharing some information about some of our improved 

programs that are actually helping people take advantage and go solar And I bet you’ve had some 

people come by recently and talk to you about it…  

So what our company does is offer an ownership program, where you own your solar. You pay 

nothing out-of-pocket we take care of all the installation, HOA and permitting stuff  

 Once you get installed 30 days after that we replace her APS bill with a much much smaller number 

towards the solar (lower bill) And the number is usually cheaper than what you’re spending in the 

month of March with APS  

And then also each time you’re paying into it you are not only paying off your equipment but you’re 

also add an equity to your home Which is awesome because each month you’re giving APS money 

but you’re never actually see a return on it With Solar you’re actually getting that electricity and your 

parking your money somewhere which is nice  

Also with the federal government they actually want a percentage of the population to go solar so 

they’re offering 26% off the cost when you file taxes. And then the state of Arizona offers another 

thousand dollars on top of that  

Real quick can I just show you something that your meter do you know what side of the house it’s 

on? So this is your meter box and it’s actually owned by APS. Every month APS is actually charging 

you guys to rent this box even though it’s something that they need in order to charge you  

The next way they charge you is if you follow these powerlines all the way out you’ll find yourself at. 

The power plant, where they’re actually Charging you for that entire infrastructure to keep it up-to-

date They charge you if something is broken and they need to fix it They charge you to burn their 

fossil fuels like coal and natural gas They create your energy and when they send it through The line 

and into your home, you’re actually losing up to 50% of what your paying for. The reason that is is 

from the distribution loss.  

So the next thing is what your meter is actually measuring back in the day it kind a looks like a clock 

and win the hand with all the way around it was 1 kWh So they’re charg ing you by the kilowatt hours 

that your home is using throughout the entire month but also by the time of day that you’re 

choosing to use it so  

During peak hours all your neighbors are pulling at the same time so Ats says well everybody is using 

energy at this same time so we are going to charge you more just because we can  

With Solar it’s a lot different so the panels around the roof the infrastructure is right here so you’re 

not losing any of the energy that you are producing And you have an inverter which converts the 

power from DC to AC where is then goes into your breaker box 



 

 

 You guys have first dibs on all the electricity, get to use as much of it as you need at whatever time 

of day you need it you’re always going to stay at that fixed flat rate Then what’s left over, it actually 

goes back out to the grid where are you get grandfathered into a buyback program with APS Where 

they actually by the energy back from you in the form of credits 

 And the way that we design a system for you is that during the winter time When you’re not using 

your AC, your panels are way over producing and verifying it back producing those credits all winter 

long At night time when there is no sun you’re using some of them, and during the summer when 

you do turn on the AC your panels don’t quite produce enough energy so you you use those credits 

that you built up during the winter Which eliminates you having to pay APS for your electricity and  

What we actually do is offer a free no obligation energy consultation Where we have an expert come 

out We sit down with you and we actually go over all the details that in each of the programs and 

what’s involved And then we take a look at the graph on the bill and see exactly what your 

consumption would look like over the next year and we put this perfect size system on your roof 

which make sure you don’t pay APS And from there if it makes sense we come back out we show you 

what that fixed flat rate would look like on your home and also how much money is available to you 

guys in those tax credits  

From there either the numbers make sense or they don’t We don’t wanna pressure anybody going 

into Solar if they don’t want to, we just want to get you some more information to see if it is 

something you could benefit from. So we are in the neighborhood tomorrow and all of next week if 

you have 20 or 30 minutes available we’d love to come out and get you guys some more information  

 

Questions 

What happens when you move? 

 When you move because it’s owned Solar you add what you spent on it in the price of your home 

And the rest of your contract it transfers over like a normal utility bill And The people that buy your 

home on it out right. With the lease it’s a little bit different Then when you guys move into your new 

home we could put solar on your home again and get a whole new tax credit 


